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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. I spoke with a
salesperson and she was really nice. She was very informative about the Jeep. Although,
another salesperson sold the Jeep after I spoke with her. Dealer I spoke with made every
attempt to answer my questions however did not answer whether or not they took trade-ins and
by the time I got ready to ask again, the car had already been sold. It was a good deal on the car
and I knew it wouldn't last long Still, a good experience with Car Gurus. Great customer service.
Very friendly and helpful with the purchase. Will definitely recommend and buy from in the
future. I accidentally contacted them about this car I will be looking at their inventory to see if
they have anything that I would be interested in. Because they have a lot of nicely used autos at
fair prices. I had told him I was interested in the Honda. He never told me the car was just sold.
Went to look at a used car, salesmen were very rude, I drove the car, it was filthy and still had
trash in it and the salesman told me they would clean it out if I bought it. The check engine light
stays on in the car I was looking at which is the car listed above and they told me they would
not have their service department see what the problem was unless they raise the price of the
car. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Lincoln Town Car. Email me price drops and new listings for these
results. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Why Use CarGurus? Lincoln
dealers in Fort Smith AR. Lincoln dealers in Fayetteville AR. Lincoln dealers in Muskogee OK.
Lincoln dealers in Russellville AR. Lincoln dealers in Tulsa OK. Lincoln dealers in Conway AR.
Lincoln dealers in Arkadelphia AR. Lincoln dealers in Joplin MO. Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Private dealer appointments. Click and collect.
Home delivery. We understand that some car purchases just can't wait, so we're here to help
you find a great deal as safely as possible. Just search for the car you want and filter for the
services below. Or, click on a car to see if a dealer offers them. We provide free access to key
info like dealer reviews, market value, price drops and days on the forecourt â€” all on one
page. Our powerful search makes it easy to refine and personalise your results so you only see
the cars and features you care about. Land Rover. Coronavirus update. Contactless services for
safer shopping Private dealer appointments Click and collect Home delivery. Dealership
appointments. Virtual appointments. Free test drive at home. Keep shopping. All models.
Valuable insights We provide free access to key info like dealer reviews, market value, price
drops and days on the forecourt â€” all on one page. Personalised search Our powerful search
makes it easy to refine and personalise your results so you only see the cars and features you
care about. Approved used for sale Approved used for sale. Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Private dealer appointments. Contactless purchase.
Free home drop-off. We understand that some car purchases just can't wait, so we're here to
help you find a great deal as safely as possible. Just search for the car you want and filter for
the services below. Or, click on a car to see if a dealer offers them. Shop with real rates in hand.
No impact on your credit score. Only takes minutes. Personalized, real rates. Finance in
Advance is a product of CarGurus, Inc. Financing not completed on site. Pre-qualification and
rates subject to your acceptance and satisfaction of terms and conditions of participating
lender. Using CarGurus made me feel empowered because I was able to understand whether I
had a good deal before I walked into the dealership. Using CarGurus I was able to get all of the
features that I wanted, well within my budget. CarGurus gave me the information that I needed
to make sure that I was getting a good deal. It's definitely the filters on CarGurus that make it
easyâ€”you can choose exactly the configuration you're looking for. CarGurus put everything in
front of me so I could figure out what the right price was for the car that I was looking for.
CarGurus exceeded my expectations because I met the person that wanted to buy my vehicle at
the highest price in a very short period of time. Clifford Atiyeh. In its third model year, the
Chevrolet Blazer is a rarer sight on the road. That's because two other popular Chevy
crossovers bookend the Blazer. Christian Wardlaw. The Toyota Avalon serves a simple
function. In fact, the Avalon and the Lexus Eileen Falkenberg-Hull. Stephen Edelstein. Launched
for the model year, the Volkswagen Atlas Cross Sport is a two-row, five-seat version of the
Volkswagen Atlas family crossover, itself a Kyree Williams. For , it benefits from a facelift and a
n Introduced in to replace the CC, it rec For the model year, it gets Land Rover. Alfa Romeo.
Coronavirus update. Contactless services for safer shopping Private dealer appointments

Contactless purchase Free home drop-off. Dealership appointments. Virtual appointments. Free
test drive at home. Keep Shopping. All Models. Select Model. Shop with real rates in hand No
impact on your credit score Only takes minutes Personalized, real rates See my options.
Finance in advance View personalized, real rates before you even talk to a dealer. See the
details that matter Accident history, price drops, days on lotâ€¦ find it all here. Play video. Dave
M. Nadina P. Mike, a first-time used car shopper, found a great deal on a SUV for his family.
Mike D. Meagan found the exact car she wanted on CarGurus and only had to go to one
dealership. Meagan G. Alex M. Matt C. Previous Next. Coronavirus update: New contactless
services to help keep you safe. Private dealer appointments. Contactless purchase. Free home
drop-off. We understand that some car purchases just can't wait, so we're here to help you find
a great deal as safely as possible. Just search for the car you want and filter for the services
below. Or, click on a car to see if a dealer offers them. By comparing price, detailed vehicle data
and dealer reviews, we give each used car a deal rating from great to overpriced, and sort the
best deals first. We provide free access to key info like dealer reviews, market value, price drops
and days on lotâ€”all on one page. Our powerful search makes it easy to refine and personalize
your results so you only see the cars and features you care about. Using CarGurus made me
feel empowered because I was able to understand whether I had a good deal before I walked
into the dealership. Using CarGurus I was able to get all of the features that I wanted, well within
my budget. CarGurus gave me the information that I needed to make sure that I was getting a
good deal. It's definitely the filters on CarGurus that make it easyâ€”you can choose exactly the
configuration you're looking for. CarGurus put everything in front of me so I could figure out
what the right price was for the car that I was looking for. You can read more here and make
your cookie choices. By continuing to use this site you agree to us doing so. Coronavirus
update. Contactless services for safer shopping Private dealer appointments Contactless
purchase Free home drop-off. Dealership appointments. Virtual appointments. Free test drive at
home. Keep Shopping. All Models. Select Model. Best Deals First By comparing price, detailed
vehicle data and dealer reviews, we give each used car a deal rating from great to overpriced,
and sort the best deals first. Valuable Insights We provide free access to key info like dealer
reviews, market value, price drops and days on lotâ€”all on one page. Personalized Search Our
powerful search makes it easy to refine and personalize your results so you only see the cars
and features you care about. Dave M. Nadina P. Mike D. Meagan G. Alex M. Previous Next.
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Elvin went out of his way
to find information about this truck I was interested in. Elvin took the time to search for other
trucks similar to make me happy, Elvin offered to contact me if and when something came in he
would reach out to me. Great Customer Service is all consumer ask for. Elvin definitely won my
service Thanks Elvin. Hi everyone. They lied to me that car which I want is available. I spent
more than hour to get there and after 15 minutes waiting they came up with stupid issue that
both cars are not available. Excellent treatment by staff, and amazing prices in comparison to
other dealerships. Thank you Omar and yoni for an amazing experience! Love my new car!!
Terrible, staff took days to get back to me about simple questions and were overall shady about
the car I was interested in. Dishonest dealerships give every car dealership a bad name. Had
they been honest about the car I would have been upset but for a different reason, this
dealership is a scam. Dominick responded quickly and followed up with me , providing all
information i requested. Had a pleasant conversation with the sales rep. Very professional and
helpful. DN Mei. Excellent service! No pressure from sales reps and clean modern show room.
Would definitely buy from them again. Mark is super helpful. On phone and person. No pressure
and willing to answer all questions until satisfied. Good Experience. No pressure and straight
forward. I was in and out of there with the car I wanted in about an hour. I recommend these
guys if your looking for a pre owned BMW. They had the van ready for me to test drive and there
was no pressure. Jaden did an awesome job! So, drove to the dealer to see the car. All I did was
waste my time. Super happy with my Salesman Ever. He took his time with us and did not
pressure us. Even tracked down the mechanic at the same dealership that knew the history on
the vehicle. They both test drove with me to answer questions that I have. I would use them
again. Great dealership. Didn't have the right car for me. I would go back to them in heart beat. I
was preapproved but never heard anything back. Was hoping to get a vehicle before Trimet
slowed down services. Great experience, great vehicle and great customer service. Don made a
real smooth and pleasant transaction here. Thank you!!! She was so professional but yet
easy-going and fun to be around. This will always be my first stop when I buy a vehicle. Did not
make a deal, however the sales rep was very transparent and upfront with really good
information. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide
on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After
all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in

their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. Used Cars for Sale Nationwide. All Years to All
Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User.
Authorized RAM Dealer. Authorized Porsche Dealer. Authorized Mercedes-Benz Dealer.
Authorized Ford Dealer. Authorized Audi Dealer. Request Information. Why Use CarGurus?
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Still hoping to complete a
purchase of vehicle but this dealership is working hard to get the job finished. Jose Acosta was
honest and prompt. Gave a level of customer support that few dealerships gave throughout my
6 month search. Internet sales staff was very friendly and helpful in providing enough
information to make it worthwhile for me driving 3. They will also deliver anywhere in Arkansas.
After the sale, Melissa and Jason were helpful in taking care of a few issues that couldn't be
resolved the evening I purchased the vehicle. Very happy with service and my new car! Bryan
was a great salesperson and always took my calls and texts. Would recommend and would
shop with them again. This is a wonderful dealership. Everything went smoothly. Darrell was my
salesman. He did a good job and did not pressure me in any way. And I believe the gentleman in
the finance department that I spoke with name was Jonathan. I'm not sure because I didn't get
his card and my hearing is not that great especially through masks. But he was very pleasant
and very professional. Wasn't very helpful. Wanted to much money for a truck that wasn't worth
the price he was asking. Won't go back. Found a truck somewhere else. Was told that
everything on the vehicle worked as should power steering was going out when i test drove it
very hard to turn brakes even made a funny noise when pressed like fluid was back flowing or
something but truck was nice and drove 4 hours one was for nothing. Checking on availability
of a vehicle and they answered my questions promptly. Very nice people I spoke with. At Cabot
Apex Auto I had the best experience buying a car. Dustin makes you feel at home and let's you
know he's there to work with you to help you get in the vehicle of your choice. Thank you
Dustin!!!!! We had a fantastic experience with this dealership. The dealer we worked with was
amazing. He was kind, not pushy, and felt like he actually had OUR best interest in mind which
isn't always the case from a dealership. We ended up buying the Pilot we went in for and drove
away very happy customers! Car rides nicely, several cosmetic damages, needed a complete
detail. Lots of dog hair in the which decreases the value because you have no idea of what has
happened to the interior. Non-disclosure price online is with trade. Did my research not worth
more than 18k considering similar offers with less miles and no wrecks. Great salespeople.
Bruce went above and beyond in see our needs were met. We ended up shopping all over the
internet and the surrounding towns for what we were looking for. Ended up Bruce called to
check up on our progress and we bought one from him. Great deal with no pressure on us. He
even delivered the car to my house after it was detailed. Sales Rep. Michael Vickers was very
helpful. However, there was damage noted on the vehicle in Carfax that was not mentioned on
this site in Auto Check. So, the pricing was not agreed to with the Dealership when I pointed
this out. Sales manager and associate were excellent. Responses were always quick and
professional. Highly recommended. Staff was friendly. Sale was done over the phone because
we were stuck at St Jude hospital with my daughter, sale staff was great, problem started when
the vehicle was delivered extremely dirty, it was used on a farm and I mean dirty. Lesson
learned!!! This was a very pleasant experience. Staff was most helpful in providing sales
assistance. They are the best people to work with. I live out of state and purchasing this vehicle
from them was so easy to work with. Total waste of time, the internet manager lied to us and the
"sales manager" that helped us said the price was 21, Then when we said it was higher he acted
like it was because of our trade value. The fact is the trade value was already on the paper and
he did not know we had already been quoted a sale price. A bunch of run around just to get us
in the door then he tried to get us to buy a new Buick. Great dealership especially Bruce Davis!
Go see him he will work to get you what your looking for!! Great experience overall with this car
dealership. Saturdays are very busy for them so be prepared to make an appointment but still
have to wait if you go that day. Buying experience was very good, otherwise. Chris and Jennifer
were very personable and easy to talk to.. Great folks! So much for being competiti
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ve. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,

over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Email me price drops and new listings for these results. Best deals
first. CarGurus User. Request Information. Private Seller: Tegan. CarGurus Pay. Authorized Ford
Dealer. Authorized Hyundai Dealer. Why Use CarGurus?

